Abstract. We show that in the context of orthogonal term rewriting systems, derivational complexity is an invariant cost model, both in innermost and in outermost reduction. This has some interesting consequences for (asymptotic) complexity analysis, since many existing methodologies only guarantee bounded derivational complexity.
Introduction
Genuine applications of computational complexity to rule-based programming are few and far between. Notwithstanding the development and diffusion of highlevel programming languages of this kind, most part of the complexity analysis for them is bound to be done by reference to low level implementations with an explicit notion of constant-time computation step. Indeed, the basic step of computation for rule-based programming is not a constant-time operation, being it resolution, pattern matching, term-rewriting, higher-order beta-reduction, and so on. Therefore, to bound the actual execution time, one has to look at specific implementations of these mechanisms-in many cases, to revert to imperative programming and to an analysis on Turing machines.
In this paper we focus on (orthogonal) term rewriting systems and the problem of verifying the existence of a bound on the time needed to execute a program on any input, as a function of the input's length. Or, to devise sound (and necessarily incomplete) static techniques to infer such bounds. While real execution time clearly depends on the interpreter, for asymptotic bounds the details on the underlying interpreter become less crucial. More important, those details should be less crucial. For a sufficiently robust complexity class P (say, the polynomial-, or the elementary-time computable functions) proving that a given program may be executed in time bounded by a function in P should be the same whichever cost model is chosen, provided such a model is invariant [16] -that is, the cost attributed to the computation by the model differs by at most a polynomial from the cost of performing an equivalent computation on a Turing machine. And the simpler the cost model is, the easier is proving the existence of such bounds.
If programs are defined by rewriting, the most natural cost model for computation time is the one induced by rewriting. Time passes whenever rewriting is performed and, more importantly, the time needed to fire a redex is assumed to be unitary. Indeed, several recent papers propose methodologies for proving asymptotic bounds (typically, polynomial bounds) on the derivational complexity of term rewriting systems, where the derivational complexity of a term t is the number of rewriting steps necessary to reduce t to its normal form.
Is this cost model invariant? Or, which is the relation between the derivational complexity of a term and the time needed to rewrite it to normal form, observed on an efficient interpreter? The question is not trivial, even if a positive answer to the invariance issue seems part of the folklore. Indeed, the literature often distinguishes between results about computational complexity on the one hand and results about derivational complexity on the other. And there are examples of rewriting systems which produce exponentially big terms in a linear number of steps. For example, the one defined by the following rewrite rules (under innermost reduction):
Aim of this paper is to fill this gap, at least partially. More precisely, we prove that terms of orthogonal term rewriting systems can be reduced to their normal form in time polynomially related to their derivational complexity, both when innermost and outermost reduction is adopted. We prove this by showing that any such rewriting system can be implemented with (term) graph rewriting. In this setting, whenever a rewriting causes a duplication of a subterm (because of a non right-linear variable in a rule), the subgraph corresponding to the duplicated term is shared and not duplicated. This achieves two goals. First (and most important) the size of all the (graphs corresponding to) terms generated along the reduction of a term t remains under control-it is polynomial in the size of t and the number of reduction steps leading t to its normal form (see Section 5) . Moreover, the actual cost of manipulating these graphs is bounded by a polynomial, thus giving also a polynomial relation between the number of reduction steps and the cost of producing the graph in normal form. Since we show how graph reduction simulates term rewriting step by step under innermost reduction, this gives us the desired invariance results in the innermost case.
In outermost reduction the situation is even better, because in presence of sharing every graph rewriting step corresponds to at least one term rewriting step. In graphs, in fact, shared redexes are reduced only once and, moreover, any redex appearing in an argument which will be later discarded, will not be reduced at all. Therefore, in presence of sharing outermost reduction becomes a call-by-need strategy. And hence the invariance result also holds for outermost reduction.
Again, we believe the central argument and results of this paper may be classified as folklore (see, for instance, results of similar flavor, but for imperative programs with data-sharing, in Jones' computability textbook [10] ). But we were struck by the observation that in the published literature it seems that such complexity related issues are never made explicit or used.
We will consider in this paper orthogonal term rewriting systems (TRS, see [5] ). Let Υ be a denumerable set of variables. A term rewriting system is a pair Ξ = (Σ Ξ , R Ξ ) where:
• Symbols in the signature Σ Ξ come with an arity and are usually called function symbols or simply functions. Moreover:
• Terms in T (Ξ) are those built from function symbols and are called closed terms.
• Terms in V(Ξ, Υ ) are those built from functions symbols and variables in Υ and are dubbed terms.
• Rules in R Ξ are in the form t → Ξ u where both t and u are in V(Ξ, Υ ).
We here consider orthogonal rewriting systems only, i.e. we assume that no distinct two rules in R Ξ are overlapping and that every variable appears at most once in the lhs of any rule in R Ξ .
• Different notions of reduction can be defined on Ξ. The (binary) rewriting relation → on T (Ξ) is defined by imposing that t → u iff there are a rule v → Ξ w in R Ξ , a term context (i.e., a term with a hole) C and a substitution σ with t = C[vσ] and u = C[wσ]. Two restrictions of this definition are innermost and outermost reduction. In the innermost rewriting relation → i on T (Ξ) we require that vσ do not contain another redex. Dually, the outermost rewriting relation → o on T (Ξ) is defined by requiring (the specific occurrence of) vσ not to be part of another redex in C[vσ]. For any term t in a TRS, |t| denotes the number of symbol occurrences in t, while |t| f denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol f in t.
Orthogonal TRSs are confluent but not necessarily strongly confluent [5] . As a consequence, different reduction sequences may have different lengths. This does not hold when considering only outermost (or only innermost) reductions: Proposition 1. Given a term t, every innermost (outermost, respectively) reduction sequence leading t to its normal form has the same length.
Proof. Immediate, since by definition there cannot be any nesting of redex while performing either innermost or outermost reduction. In innermost reduction, if a redex t is part of another redex u, then only u can be fired, by definition. As a consequence, both → o and → i are locally confluent.
As a consequence, it is meaningful to define the outermost derivational complexity of any t, written Time o (t) as the unique n (if any) such that t → n o u, for u a normal form. Similarly, the innermost derivational complexity of t is the unique n such that t → n i u (if any) and is denoted as Time i (t).
Graph Rewriting
In this Section, we introduce term graph rewriting, following [4] . Definition 1 (Labelled Graph). Given a signature Σ, a labelled graph over Σ consists of a directed acyclic graph together with an ordering on the outgoing edges of each node and a (partial) labelling of nodes with symbols from Σ such that the out-degree of each node matches the arity of the corresponding symbols (and is 0 if the labelling is undefined). Formally, a labelled graph is a triple G = (V, α, δ) where:
• V is a set of vertices.
•
Σ is a (partial) labelling function such that the length of α(v) is the arity of δ(v) if δ(v) is defined and is 0 otherwise. A labelled graph (V, α, δ) is closed iff δ is a total function.
Consider the signature Σ = {f , g, h, p}, where arities of f , g, h, p are 2, 1, 0 and 2, respectively. Examples of labelled graphs over the signature Σ are the following ones:
The symbol ⊥ denotes vertices where the underlying labelling function is undefined (and, as a consequence, no edge departs from such vertices). Their role is similar to the one of variables in terms.
If one of the vertices of a labelled graph is selected as the root, we obtain a term graph: Definition 2 (Term Graphs). A term graph, is a quadruple G = (V, α, δ, r), where (V, α, δ) is a labelled graph and r ∈ V is the root of the term graph.
The following are graphic representations of some term graphs. The root is the only vertex drawn inside a circle.
The notion of a homomorphism between labelled graphs is not only interesting mathematically, but will be crucial in defining rewriting: Definition 3 (Homomorphisms). A homomorphism between two labelled graphs G = (V G , α G , δ G ) and H = (V H , α H , δ H ) over the same signature Σ is a function ϕ from V G to V H preserving the labelled graph structure. In particular
In the following, we will consider term graphs modulo isomorphism, i.e., G = H iff G ∼ = H. Observe that two isomorphic term graphs have the same graphical representation.
Definition 4 (Graph Rewrite Rules).
A graph rewrite rule over a signature Σ is a triple ρ = (G, r, s) such that:
• G is a labelled graph; • r, s are vertices of G, called the left root and the right root of ρ, respectively.
The following are three examples of graph rewrite rules:
Graphically, the left root is the (unique) node inside a circle, while the right root is the (unique) node inside a square.
Definition 5 (Subgraphs).
Given a labelled graph G = (V G , α G , δ G ) and any vertex v ∈ V G , the subgraph of G rooted at v, denoted G ↓ v, is the term graph (V G↓v , α G↓v , δ G↓v , r G↓v ) where • V G↓v is the subset of V G whose elements are vertices which are reachable from v in G.
• α G↓v and δ G↓v are the appropriate restrictions of α G and δ G to V G↓v .
• r G↓v is v.
We are finally able to give the notion of a redex, that represents the occurrence of the lhs of a rewrite rule in a graph: Definition 6 (Redexes). Given a labelled graph G, a redex for G is a pair (ρ, ϕ), where ρ is a rewrite rule (H, r, s) and ϕ is a homomorphism between H ↓ r and G.
If ((H, r, s), ϕ) is a redex in G, we say, with a slight abuse of notation, that ϕ(r) is itself a redex. In most cases, this does not introduce any ambiguity.
Given a term graph G and a redex ((H, r, s), ϕ), the result of firing the redex is another term graph obtained by successively applying the following three steps to G: 1. The build phase: create an isomorphic copy of the portion of H ↓ s not contained in H ↓ r (which may contain arcs originating in H ↓ s and entering H ↓ r), and add it to G, obtaining J. The underlying ordering and labelling functions are defined in the natural way. 2. The redirection phase: all edges in J pointing to ϕ(r) are replaced by edges pointing to the copy of s. If ϕ(r) is the root of G, then the root of the newly created graph will be the newly created copy of s. The graph K is obtained. 3. The garbage collection phase: all vertices which are not accessible from the root of K are removed. The graph I is obtained.
We will write G (H,r,s)

−→ I (or simply G → I, if this does not cause ambiguity) in this case.
Similarly to what we did for term rewriting, we can define two restrictions on → as follows. Let ((H, r, s), ϕ) be a redex in G. Then it is said to be • An innermost redex iff for every redex ((J, p, q), ψ) in G, there is no proper path from ϕ(r) to ψ(p).
• An outermost redex iff for every redex ((J, p, q), ψ) in G, there is no proper path from ψ(p) to ϕ(r).
If the redex ((H, r, s), ϕ) is innermost we also write G
(H,r,s)
Similarly, for an outermost redex ((H, r, s), ϕ) we write G (H,r,s)
As an example, consider the term graph G and the rewrite rule ρ = (H, r, s):
There is a homomorphism ϕ from H ↓ r to G. In particular, ϕ maps r to the rightmost vertex in G. Applying the build phase and the redirection phase we get J and K as follows:
y y t t t t t t t t fy y h K Finally, applying the garbage collection phase, we get the result of firing the redex (ρ, ϕ):
Given two graph rewrite rules ρ = (H, r, s) and σ = (J, p, q), ρ and σ are said to be overlapping iff there is a term graph G and two homomorphism ϕ and ψ such that (ρ, ϕ) and (σ, ψ) are both redexes in G with z = ϕ(v) = ψ(w), where v is labelled and reachable from r, while w is labelled and reachable from s.
Definition 7.
An orthogonal graph rewriting system (GRS) over a signature Σ consists of a set of non-overlapping graph rewrite rules G on Σ.
We now want to give some confluence results for GRSs. Let us first focus on outermost rewriting. Intuitively, outermost rewriting is the most efficient way of performing reduction in presence of sharing, since computation is performed only if its result does not risk to be erased. First, we need the following auxiliary lemma:
Proof. Let v and w be the two redexes in G giving rise to G → o H and G → J, respectively. Similarly, let ρ and σ be the two involved rewrite rules. Clearly, there cannot be any (non-trivial) path from w to v, by definition of outermost rewriting. Now, the two rewriting steps are independent from each other (because of the non-overlapping condition). There are now two cases. Either w is erased when performing G → o H, or it is not erased. In the first case, w must be "contained" in v, and therefore, we may apply ρ to J, obtaining H. If w has not been erased, one can clearly apply ρ to J and σ to H, obtaining a fourth graph K.
The observation we just made can be easily turned into a more general result on reduction sequences of arbitrary length:
Proof. An easy induction on n + m.
Proposition 2 tells us that if we perform n outermost steps and m generic steps from G, we can close the diagram in such a way that the number of steps in the first branch is smaller or equal to the number of steps in the second branch. With innermost reduction, the situation is exactly dual:
In presence of sharing, therefore, outermost reduction is the best one can do, while innermost reduction is the worst strategy, since we may reduce redexes in subgraphs that will be later discarded. As a by-product, we get confluence: 
From Term Rewriting to Graph Rewriting
Any term t over the signature Σ can be turned into a graph G in the obvious way: G will be a tree and vertices in G will be in one-to-one correspondence with symbol occurrences in t. Conversely, any term graph G over Σ can be turned into a term t over Σ (remember: we only consider acyclic graphs here). Similarly, any term rewrite rule t → u over the signature Σ can be translated into a graph rewrite rule (G, r, s) as follows:
• Take the graphs representing t and u. They are trees, in fact.
• From the union of these two trees, share those nodes representing the same variable in t and u. This is G.
• Take r to be the root of t in G and s to be the root of u in G.
As an example, consider the rewrite rule
Its translation as a graph rewrite rule is the following:
An arbitrary term rewriting system can be turned into a graph rewriting system: Definition 8. Given a term rewriting system R over Σ, the corresponding term graph rewriting system G is defined as the class of graph rewrite rules corresponding to those in R. Given a term t, [t] G will be the corresponding graph, while the term graph G corresponds to the term G R .
Let us now consider graph rewrite rules corresponding to rewrite rules in R. It is easy to realize that the following invariant is preserved while performing innermost rewriting in [R] G : whenever any vertex v can be reached by two distinct paths starting at the root (i.e., v is shared ), v cannot be a redex, i.e., there cannot be a redex ((G, r, s), ϕ) such that ϕ(r) = v. A term graph satisfying this invariant is said to be redex-unshared.
Redex-unsharedness holds for term graphs coming from terms and is preserved by innermost graph rewriting: Lemma 3. For every closed term t, [t] G is redex-unshared. Moreover, if G is closed and redex-unshared and G → i I, then I is redex-unshared.
Proof. The fact [t] G is redex-unshared for every t follows from the way the [·] G map is defined: it does not introduce any sharing. Now, suppose G is redexunshared and G (H,r,s)
where (H, r, s) corresponds to a term rewriting rule t → u. The term graph J obtained from G by the build phase is itself redex-unshared: it is obtained from G by adding some new nodes, namely an isomorphic copy of the portion of H ↓ s not contained in H ↓ r. Notice that J is redex-unshared in a stronger sense: any vertex which can be reached from the newly created copy of s by two distinct paths cannot be a redex. This is a consequence of (H, r, s) being a graph rewrite rule corresponding to a term rewriting rule t → u, where the only shared vertices are those where the labelling function is undefined. The redirection phase preserves itself redex-unsharedness, because only one pointer is redirected (the vertex is labelled by a function symbol) and the destination of this redirection is a vertex (the newly created copy of s) which had no edge incident to it. Clearly, the garbage collection phase preserve redex-unsharedness.
Lemma 4.
A closed term graph G in G is a normal form iff G R is a normal form.
Proof. Clearly, if a closed term graph G is in normal form, then G R is a term in normal form, because each redex in G translates to a redex in G R . On the other hand, if G R is in normal form, then G must be normal itself: each redex in G R translates back to a redex in G.
Reduction on graphs correctly simulates reduction on terms:
Lemma 5. If G → I, then G R → + I R . Moreover, if G → i I and G is redex-unshared, then G R → I R .
Proof. The fact each reduction step starting in G can be mimicked by n reduction steps in G R is known from the literature. If G is redex-unshared, then n = 1, because no redex in a redex-unshared term graph can be shared.
As an example, consider the term rewrite rule f (h, h) → h and the following term graph, which is not redex-unshared and correspond to f (f (h, h), f (h, h)):
'&%$ !"# f
The term graph rewrites in one step to the following one '&%$ !"# f " " Ø Ø h while the term f (f (h, h), f (h, h)) rewrites to f (h, h) in two steps. Proof. An easy consequence of Lemma 5 and Proposition 1.
Theorem 2 (Outermost Graph-Reducibility). For every orthogonal term rewriting system R over Σ and for every term t over Σ, the following two conditions are equivalent: 1. t → 
